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Opening 

Ruth Nicholson, HAB Facilitator, welcomed meeting participants. She notified the participants that the 

meeting was being recorded and asked participants to sign in.  

Stan Branch, US Department of Energy (DOE), announced that this meeting was being held in 

accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA). He stated that the HAB’s role was to 

provide policy-level advice and recommendations regarding DOE Environmental Management (DOE-

EM) site-specific issues.  

Steve Wiegman, Public at Large and HAB Chair, welcomed participants and provided opening 

statements. He explained that the HAB provides one of many voices for the Hanford cleanup mission, 

having issued more than 300 pieces of advice and recommendations over its 27-plus years in operation. 

The Board consists of volunteers that dedicate themselves to learning all they can about the Hanford 

cleanup mission in order to engage in civil discussion and reach consensus on advice, which the Board 

hoped would serve to advance Site cleanup. The Board’s mission was to provide informed 

recommendations to DOE, US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and Washington State 

Department of Ecology (Ecology), the three parties to the Tri-Party Agreement (TPA), which governed 

the Site work.  

Steve continued, explaining that the Board aimed to developed informed, consensus policy-level 

recommendations and advice that represented the diverse opinions and perspectives of the communities, 

citizens, and organizations throughout the region. The Board helped the broader public become more 

informed by holding its meetings in an open forum. The days meeting was itself a public meeting. Board 

members are expected to communicate with their constituents as well as help them remained informed 

and meaningfully involved in Hanford cleanup decisions. Importantly, he stated, the Board works through 

a committee process to become educated on cleanup issues. Committee members developed informed 

draft advice, which were then brought to full Board meetings for discussion and consensus. He noted that 

was important for the day’s meeting, as there were three pieces of advice that had been through the Issue 

Manager (IM) team and committee processes for presentation to the Board, providing the full Board with 

the opportunity to become informed enough to make a determination.  

He stated that his role in that process was the help keep the Board civil and ensure that everyone with an 

opinion had the opportunity to present, even if that opinion was not in agreement with the proponents of 

the advice. He asked that members listen carefully while remaining open, patient, and attentive. He 

understood that there was a lot of passion behind some of the material to be discussed and asked that 

members be respectful of one another in recognition of that.  

Ruth provided a review of the day’s agenda, with a short explanation of each item, along with meeting 

conventions such as how members might queue up for comments or questions.  

Meeting Minute Adoption 

Meeting minutes for the December 2021 and January 2022 Board meetings were adopted without 

comment.  

Announcements 

Tom Galioto, Tri-City Development Council (TRIDEC) and Budgets and Contracts Committee (BCC) 

chair, stated that, due to timing constraints for the day’s meeting, an initially requested round robin 

discussion on the 2022 Hanford Lifecycle Scope, Schedule, and Cost Report could not be held. Instead, he 

asked that Board members review the high-level overview provided in the BCC committee report 
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(Attachment 14) in preparation for a more detailed discussion on the topic that would be held in an 

upcoming BCC meeting. He welcomed any interested members to attend the BCC meeting and provide 

comments.  

Tri Party Agreement (TPA) Agency Updates 

US Department of Energy Update 

Brian Vance, DOE, stated his appreciation for the opportunity to provide the DOE update on the Hanford 

mission. He hoped that his remarks would be effective in setting the tone for the Board’s discussions over 

the course of its meeting.  

He highlighted that the second-year anniversary of the Site’s reduction in operations in response to the 

COVID-19 pandemic just passed, which resulted in effective transition of thousands of members of the 

Hanford workforce from on-site to a telework environment. DOE recognized its obligation to maintain 

the safety and security of the Site, so even during the period of reduced operations in the first two months, 

there were over 1,000 members of the DOE team that reported to the Site each day while the Department 

and its contractors established the conditions for a safe reentry. In May of 2020, DOE began a methodical 

process to incrementally return workers to the Site.  

He stated that it was important to recognize the exceptional effort by the HAMMER training center, 

which worked to set the conditions for training almost immediately upon entering that new work 

environment, without interruption. DOE maintained the health and safety in the workplace as a top 

priority, continually reviewing guidance and working with healthcare leaders in the community to 

maintain and understanding of the conditions within the community as it made operational decisions over 

the last two years.  

The Site was challenged in many ways, not only by the pandemic itself, but also by challenges in adapting 

to a telework environment, supply chain issues, and pandemic-related issues such as continually evolving 

or unclear guidance. DOE’s leadership team worked through those challenges in order to manage its 

workforce of approximately 10,000 people, continually finding ways of making progress in the Hanford 

mission.  

DOE had just transitioned its last wave of federal employees to its new hybrid workplace and its 

contractors were continuing to evolve their workplace routines as well. The DOE and contractor team 

were entering the first stage of the “new normal” for its post-pandemic work environment. Brian made 

clear that the process would be continually evolving and stated that the Site was poised for an exceptional 

period of progress.  

Brian explained that the sole reason DOE was there was to progress the cleanup mission in a safe, 

effective way using the funds appropriated by Congress for that purpose. He felt that, periodically, it was 

helpful to step back and look at a “big picture” perspective of the Site, so he would take some time to talk 

about what had been accomplished over the recent years.  

Starting with the Tank Farms, all upgrades, design, construction, testing, and readiness activities were for 

the Tank-Side Cesium Removal (TSCR) system were completed. Since January, 200,000 gallons of tank 

waste were treated in preparation to support the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP). The team was working 

through the first ion exchange column change out, after which lessons learned would be applied and 

procedures would be optimized.   

All Direct-Feed Low-Activity Waste (DFLAW) construction activities were complete and several 

milestones toward transition to operations were complete, such as the successful loss of power testing. At 
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that time, the WTP facilities were being operated and trained by fully qualified crews. Within the 

DFLAW portion of the WTP, the team was building the operational proficiency and working through 

prerequisite activities to start up the first melter by the end of the calendar year.  

At the Effluent Treatment Facilities (ETF), a series of activities were completed resulting in the 

successful treatment of approximately one million gallons to test the newly installed systems. The facility 

was in the final stages of preparation to support DFLAW operations. Work was resuming toward the 

completion of the fourth Liquid Effluent Retention Facility (LERF) basin and the Integrated Disposal 

Facility (IDF) completed most of the required construction activities to support DFLAW. Infrastructure 

work, such as the construction of a new water treatment facility, was underway.  

As the “Site-wide machine” continued to move forward, DOE and its contractors were working to 

strengthen operational culture and were on track to support 24/7, 365 days-per-year operations as 

DFLAW and its supporting facilities came together over the next two years.  

Beyond the tank waste mission, Brian explained, there has also been tremendous progress in the site risk 

reduction projects. Stabilization of the two Plutonium Uranium Extraction Plant (PUREX) tunnels was 

completed, following partial collapse. The demolition of the Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) was 

complete, including all necessary paperwork. Over two billion gallons of groundwater were treated each 

year over the last seven years, reducing the risk to the Columbia River. Additionally, DOE continued to 

monitor contamination and actively managed the well system to maximize the efficiency and 

effectiveness of its groundwater program as cleanup continued. There were already over one billion 

gallons treated by that point in 2022.  

Demolition activities around K-East were progressing and conditions were being set for the transfer of 

nearly 2,000 Cesium capsules to safe storage. Significant progress was made in micropiling at the 324 

Building in preparation for floor removal and eventual facility demolition and site remediation. Three of 

the four AX Farm tanks had been retrieved and preparations were being made to start the fourth later that 

year.  

In addition to large projects, there were other risk reduction and mission essential site maintenance 

activities being performed, such as controlled tumbleweed burns, road maintenance, surveillance and 

monitoring, and other utilities and infrastructure work that enabled projects to progress. Brian noted that 

much of that work was completed during the pandemic, despite the increased difficulty.  

Brian provided an overview of the DOE contractor team, past and present, expressing his pride in what 

has been accomplished on the Site. He participated in a recent Waste Management Symposia, where there 

was a positive “buzz” around the Hanford Site and DOE’s team there. DOE remained dedicated to being a 

great customer. It maintained an expectation with its contractors that DOE wants safe, efficient, and 

effective cleanup progress delivered reliably, maximizing the value of the taxpayer dollars entrusted to 

the DOE.  

DOE and its contractors worked through numerous challenges over the last two years, many of which 

were unprecedented, to establish and maintain the safest and healthiest possible workplace for its 

workforce and continue to progress the Site mission. They worked together to find ways to create and 

maintain a constructive and positive site culture with a strong focus on safety.  

Together, DOE and its contractors had recently held its first joint recruiting event with a focus not only on 

staffing but building community awareness and interest in the Site mission. The results were promising, 

with over 2,000 people signing up and over 1,100 attending. Of the discussions held during the event, 

over 40% were with people outside of the local area, which exceeded expectations. DOE would have been 
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pleased with 500 participants, based on expectations from other events around the country. It was 

mentioned prior to the day’s meeting that there was an observed increased in applications for WTP-

related jobs. DOE was planning a similar event for the following year. He hoped that the event would 

result in increased interest in the site and potentially increased public participation.  

Brian hoped that the commitment of DOE and its contractors to the Hanford community was evident. He 

stated that DOE recognized its responsibility to safeguard not only its workforce, but the surrounding 

community. DOE recognized the benefit it provided to the community and surrounding industries, 

recognizing the impact even a small loss in control to the Site hazards could have to the region.  

Brian reviewed DOE’s engagement areas, showing a graphic that represented the numerous involved 

federal entities, tribal governments, state entities, and interested parties that DOE engaged in relation to 

the Hanford Site. He explained that DOE’s leadership continued to engage in routine and constructive 

engagement, anchored on the assumption of noble intent among all parties. He stated that, at the highest 

level, all parties shared general alignment on the overall goal of Site cleanup. Though this engagement, 

DOE received input that assisted in shaping the best possible decisions and actions. The HAB was one 

means of this community engagement.  

He explained that DOE almost maintained awareness that it operated in a fiscally constrained 

environment. Though the fiscal year (FY) 2022 budget, which was just issued, was the largest in the 

Site’s history, risk-based prioritization was necessary to maximize the value of that funding.  

He reiterated that he felt the Hanford Site was on a positive trajectory and would soon be entering a new 

“chapter” in the cleanup mission. He felt the HAB was at an important crossroads as well. He stated that 

over the last 30 years, the site and its mission had evolved, as had the contractor teams and the 

communities surrounding Hanford. He suggested that it may be necessary for the HAB to do so as well. 

Though change could be difficult, he stated, it could also be the catalyst for next-level performance.  

Moving to the next part of the presentation, Brian stated that would be providing a preamble to the 

Justice40 Initiative, while there were presentation slides available that provided additional detail 

(Attachment 6). He explained that the initiative was established by the Office of Management and Budget 

(OMB) in July of 2021 in response to the President’s Executive Order 14008 as a means to further 

environmental justice efforts. DOE would engage and solicit feedback as the implementation process 

continued and as there was a better understanding of its impact to the Hanford Site and its surrounding 

areas.  

Moving to a DFLAW diagram, he noted that he liked the graphic as it reflected the operating environment 

and effectively demonstrated that the Site would require a new level of teamwork and support. It helped 

communicate the importance of the Site’s cultural shift to 24/7 operations and the transformational 

change the Site would undergo.  

Advancing to a slide on risk reduction and infrastructure, he noted that much of that subject was already 

discussed. However, there were some key enablers worth highlighting, such as collaborative efforts by the 

contractors, new Hanford Patrol and Hanford Fire officers and personnel, and preparations for new 

infrastructure projects that could benefit from potential stimulus funding.  

In closing, Brian stated that DOE would continue to use and apply lessons learned from not only the 

Hanford Site, but across the DOE Complex, as it continued to make safe progress its mission, maximizing 

taxpayer value and risk reduction. He stated that, when conditions allow, he hoped that the HAB could 

consider a Site tour. He appreciated the opportunity to present.  
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US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Update 

David Einan, US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), noted that the work DOE accomplished was 

important and appreciated. He commended Brian and his workforce for their accomplishments over the 

last two years, stating that a remarkable amount was accomplished.  

In terms of returning to in-office work, EPA’s transition from remote work was location-dependent. His 

own staff would begin the transition to in-office work the following week. He looked forward to the 

possibility for in-person or hybrid HAB meetings in the future.  

He noted that DOE recently sent EPA a final Record of Decision (ROD) for review, which he believed 

the HAB would receive a briefing on in June.  

Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) Update 

David Bowen, Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology), thanked everyone for attending the 

meeting.  

He provided an overview of Ecology recruitment efforts, stating that he could not emphasize enough the 

necessity of getting its open positions filled. He noted that he saw the pilot for the Justice40 initiative at 

Los Alamos and felt that it aligned with Ecology’s environmental justice initiatives. 

In outreach and education efforts, Ginger Wireman, Ecology, recently held a “science night” at 

Washington Middle School in Yakima, which had a turnout of about 75 students, teachers, and parents, to 

get people thinking about the Hanford Site and the potential career opportunities there. Additionally, she 

taught at STEMcon at Delta High School. He noted that the upcoming Salmon Summit may be in need of 

volunteers and asked interested members to reach out to Ginger on that.  

He stated that holistic negotiations were still underway, and he was eager to see them completed. He 

expected that face-to-face meetings would start shortly, as COVID restrictions were being eased.  

He stated that Ecology inspections were conducted at the Fast Flux Test Facility and a variety of ditches, 

cribs, trenches, and the like in relation to the groundwater monitoring program. Compliance reports were 

issued for several areas and facilities. Ecology was on track for its five-year inspection goals, however, 

the pace in the last year had slowed due to employee turnover. Ecology was reaching out to different 

departments for support. He noted that, in his presentation (Attachment 7) the term Treatment, Storage, 

and Disposal Facility (TSDF) was missing from the acronym legend.  

For public involvement opportunities, there were two active public comment periods in addition to 

several upcoming ones. He expected that most of those would be related to permit modifications in 

support of DFLAW. There were some Class 3 modifications expected in July, though some dates could 

not yet be announced.  

David Bowen noted that he also attended the Waste Management Symposium, where there was great 

energy. Though Hanford was not featured, he noticed that people were interested in Hanford’s 

accomplishments. Additionally, he visited Washington DC with Laura Watson of Ecology to visit 

appropriations committees and congressional staff. While there, they visited DOE’s facility, where they 

had great conversations. He stated that, when he thinks of the Hanford team culture, he considers the 

DOE, EPA, Ecology, and the HAB as part of that. He also felt that there might be a chance to influence 

the Site’s fiscal constraints in Washington DC, noting that a Tri-City Herald article that explained the 

conclusions of the 2022 Hanford Lifecycle, Scope and Cost Report, which demonstrated the need for 

about triple the Site’s current funding eight years from then. He hoped that the Hanford team and 
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community could tell a unified story to explain that need, now that there was an effective source of 

information to demonstrate that need. He would continue working internally at Ecology and with others to 

find a path forward to progress the mission.    

Board Questions 

Liz Mattson, Hanford Challenge, noted a mention in Brian’s presentation of making the Site “investment 

worthy.” She asked what that meant to him and encouraged Ecology and EPA to respond as well. In 

Davis Bowen’s presentation, she liked the idea of finding a “unified message.” 

Brian stated that, at a macro level, the objective on a daily basis was to deliver safe, effective cleanup 

progress on a budget and in a way that demonstrated risk reduction value for the dollars received. This 

served to make is as easy as possible for the congressional delegations to compete for funds on behalf of 

the Site. If DOE and its contractor team were delivering results, year over year, that garnered support 

from the community, which in turn supported the ability for the Site to get funding. He stated that the best 

situation would be where all stakeholders were aligned, as that created the best look from an outside 

perspective. He stated that a lot could get done with the funding that has been received, and DOE would 

work to maximize that. To him, investment worthy was maximizing every dollar received in a way that 

was clear from an outside perspective.  

David Bowen explained that he did not expect to have unity on all levels, but everyone was working to 

the same overall goal. He hoped to get back to a place where 90% or more of the activities to be done 

were agreed upon, even if the specifics within those were not completely in alignment. He felt that 

acceleration could occur where there was unity, while acknowledging the differences. To achieve that 

unity, he felt that the Yakima Basin Integrated Plan would serve as a good model. In its development, The 

Bureau of Reclamation with worked with Ecology and stakeholders throughout the Yakima Basin region, 

seeing success at state and federal levels to obtain funding to progress that project.  

David Einan echoed what the other two representatives said. Each of the TPA agencies had the same 

mission and felt that there needed to be a realization that all parties agreed on most of what needed to be 

done, it was just a question of how and when. They needed to focus on advancing those things.  

Liz noted that the idea would be a great topic for a public process or forum. She suggested that as a Public 

Involvement and Communications Committee (PIC) topic.  

Steve Wiegman commented that when he first visited the Site in 1980, he was astonished. He expected 

that he would be again the next time visited and saw the progress that had been made. When considering 

the risk to the human population, he thought of what people’s grandchildren would inherit. He strongly 

agreed with the need for a unified message. As an engineer, he stated, he understood best where there was 

a risk component defined, noting that in the meeting’s second day the Board would start to hear about 

how risk is used in decision making. As the site mission advanced, he was confident that the progress 

made would demonstrate the value of the investment made.  

Esteban Ortiz, Green Latinos, thanked DOE for its public engagement efforts, particularly with tribal 

communities. He noted that he has recently heard of something in relation the Bonneville Power 

Administration being designated as a Superfund site and wondered if EPA might comment on that. He 

commented that felt that it was a red flag that Hanford was not being compared to the work being done at 

Los Alamos. Finally, commended Ginger on her great work in outreach on behalf of Ecology. He felt that 

it was important to reach out the youth in the surrounding communities. David Einan confirmed that 
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Bradford Island was the name of the area designated as a Superfund site, which was below the Bonneville 

Dam.  

Pam Larsen, Benton County, stated that she was overwhelmed with the accomplishments at Hanford and 

the position the site was at in preparing to treat waste. She was surprised by the number of federal 

agencies that DOE engaged with in relation to the Site. She was pleased to hear that there was a focus on 

risk reduction, as well as consideration for the safety of the workers and those living within the 

surrounding communities. She noted that local officials often stressed the point of cost-effective clean up, 

and it seemed that much was being achieved with the funding that was received. She agreed with the 

ideas of unity expressed earlier, stating that there needed to be recognition that the work could not be 

done to all parties’ individual ideas of perfection. She encouraged the three TPA agencies to meet with 

the congressional delegations as a group and present that whatever 90% solution they are able to agree 

upon.  

Gerry Pollet, Heart of America Northwest, stated that the people most exposed to remaining Site 

contamination over the following centuries would be the federally recognized tribal nations. In 

recognition of the rights of those tribal nations, Gerry asked if there were any updates regarding a 

previously submitted suggestion of beginning HAB meetings with land acknowledgement. Additionally, 

Gerry asked for an update on the Test Bed Initiative (TBI), stating that it seemed to be stalled despite the 

funding being available for the project.  

Brian stated that, regarding land acknowledgements, that the DOE already had a robust tribal engagement 

program. However, the HAB could make that recommendation formally though its processes. For TBI, 

DOE was expecting a technical evaluation report from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to be 

delivered in the summer, which would then be evaluated. Brian stated that DOE hoped to begin the 

project when possible and confirmed the funding was available. DOE would update the Board on a 

schedule for TBI when it was available.  

David Bowen stated, regarding land acknowledgements, the topic was discussed within Ecology’s 

Nuclear Waste Program, where it was determined that it needed to be implemented thoughtfully and 

carefully, as it could result in something offensive rather than helpful. It was his understanding that the 

TBI process was underway. Ecology was in continuous communication with DOE and would process the 

application when it was received. David Einan agreed with David Bowen on the topic of land 

acknowledgements, reaffirming that it needed to be done correctly. He suggested that tribal 

representatives could suggest that format.  

Richard Bloom, City of West Richland, noted Brian’s comments regarding the Board and its diversity. He 

stated that term limits, much like in Congress, were not always a good idea. Membership engagement and 

commitment was a concern, as the Board would not be able to get people willing to read 2,000-page 

documents readily. While he was one of the members that would likely be allowed to maintain his seat, 

despite servicing for over a decade, he was concerned that the Board would be ill-served by imposing a 

lifetime six-year term limit and reducing its engaged membership.  

On a different topic, Richard noted that the price of fuel was rising. He explained that Ben Franklin 

Transit had over 100 vans sitting idle and asked that the DOE, from the top down, ask that its contractors 

reestablish the carpool program and promote the service. He stated that would not violate any contracts to 

do so and that it was DOE’s responsibility to ensure safe, efficient transit to employees on-site.  

Bob Suyama, Benton County, noted that Brian’s comments on the Board membership and evolution was 

relevant to draft advice that the Board would be discussing later that day. He explained that the primary 
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concern was how those membership changes were being imposed. Bob stated that the Board had several 

long-term members, with experience and knowledge, while DOE’s approach to “change out the Board” 

was effectively eliminating the Board’s experience and knowledge. He stated that point of the advice was 

for DOE to engage the Board in discussion of its goals to determine the best path forward, one that both 

parties find acceptable. He asked that the TPA agencies provide some additional background as to their 

thoughts on the HAB’s role, and if it had been fulfilling that role over the last 28 years where it provided 

over 300 pieces of advice. He stated that it seemed that, suddenly, the Board would be decimated in the 

name of term limits and diversity.  

Brian stated that he thought that “decimated” should be replaced with “revitalized.” He explained that it 

was important to recognize that the role of community boards was not a technical, oversight, or 

regulatory; did not have any role in inherently governmental activities like contracting; and did not have 

access to budgetary information beyond what would be available to other members of the public. Those 

boards were important when working between DOE and its communities to enhance the understanding of 

the mission among the public and ensure that it was being presented in an understandable and accessible 

way to as many people in the community as possible.  

He explained that the approach by the Administration was to focus on diversity and inclusion, with the 

intent to move to towards a HAB that was more representative of the community today and the 

community of the future, involving those that would be most affected by DOE’s cleanup. It would help 

drive DOE, Ecology, EPA, and their contractors to reengage with the public in a way that required them 

to explain their work, the efforts made, and the associated risks in an accessible manner. It allowed the 

agencies to get a fresh, forward-looking perspective and better understand areas from the community 

where there were gaps in knowledge and understanding because the Board members would better reflect 

that. Further, he stated that it would support a healthier Board environment, as members that have been on 

the Board for a long period of time becoming perceived as experts can limit the communications and 

engagement of those that were new to the Board, as they may feel that their perspectives were less 

valuable as a result. He noted that former Board members would still be able to serve as members of the 

public.  

Brian stated that the with those membership changes, DOE would be able to expand the number of people 

who were knowledgeable about the Site, DOE’s mission, and the progress made in a way that was 

constructive and helpful. He stated that there were a lot of benefits from turnover that were important to 

consider and that he did not think it did not require membership of dozens of years to be effective. He 

expected that the HAB could be very effective within a term limited structure as fresh perspectives were 

important to DOE and its ability to work with the community, shaping constructive outcomes going 

forward.  

David Bowen contributed, noting that he would have otherwise saved his comments for that topic. He 

explained that he was concerned about a couple areas of the membership change plans, but Ecology 

leadership was in agreement that six years being a lifetime term limit did not make a lot of sense. He 

provided the example of a college student joining the Board and serving in an alternate position for two to 

three years. Should that individual wish to return after gaining career or life experience, two to three years 

of the total eligibility would already have been used. He felt that it took at about a year to get up to speed 

on things at Hanford, and even then, one would not know everything needed. He wanted to make sure 

there was a way to retain historical knowledge.  

He stated that he understood the concerns and supported diverse representation and environmental 

interests and acknowledged the need to educate and engage the next generation of HAB members to 
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maintain an informed and active board. He noted that there were short term issues to consider, such as the 

17 member terms expiring on June 30th. It seemed to him that those terms could be extended 

administratively as a quick fix until the end of the fiscal year (FY).  

Laurene Contreras, Yakama Nation, noted that she was in an appointed position on the HAB and was also 

concerned with losing the institutional knowledge of its members, which helped in providing direction 

and leadership on the Board. She understood the need to change and move forward, however, since the 

COVID-19 pandemic began, the Board had been unable to meet in person, and as a result, she had never 

been able to meet the other members of the Board in person. She held the perspective that all members 

should have the opportunity to speak and have input, especially when topics concerned the safety and 

welfare of their communities. She explained that the Yakama Nation was never consulted on the matter of 

membership changes.  

She was concerned by the proposed changes and asked who was responsible for the decisions. She read 

the available documentation on how the process would occur and understanding there were exemptions 

but held the opinion that the approach seemed backwards. She wanted new members to be able to join the 

Board and have the opportunity to learn with the oversight of those that have been on the Board for a long 

time in order to pass on some of that institutional knowledge.  

She also noted that she was presented a conflict-of-interest form, which she found concerning. She stated 

that the primary purpose of her seat was to be able to collaborate with everyone else on the Board, 

representing the other concerns in the region, however, the form made it seem as if the Yakama Nation’s 

vote could be removed. Further, she found that membership changes to be disrespectful to those that 

served on the Board for a long time, as many were effectively just being told that they would be removed. 

She reiterated that she recommended that new members be brought on in the opposite manner, with the 

opportunity to learn from long-term members. She thought those in leadership roles should be recognized 

for their contribution and should be able to participate fully going forward.  

Brian stated that the changes were the result of an Administration initiative that was thoroughly discussed 

with Ecology and EPA throughout the process, and he would leave it at that.  

Mason Murphy, Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR), stated that CTUIR 

also had concerns with the membership changes. He explained that, when looking at best boards in 

industry, they were never seen stacking their membership with people unfamiliar with the subject matter. 

He asked if DOE was using the changes as a “purge tool” to control the overall narrative by getting rid of 

knowledge and experience.  

Brian stated that was an inappropriate and unfortunate interpretation and would leave it at that.  

Pam noted that the instruction for membership changes came from DOE Headquarters (DOE-HQ) and 

was applicable to each Site-Specific Advisory Board (SSAB) in the nation.  

Gerry stated that he the definitions of “arbitrary” and “capricious” could be applied to Brian’s “flowery” 

talk of term limits that focused only on benefits. However, Gerry was concerned that term limits were 

only being applied to public interest organizations, with about half of the Board being effectively exempt 

from term limits. Having examined the makeup of the Board, Gerry asked if the issue was raised with 

DOE-HQ about the “arbitrary” split in term limit application only to public interest groups and Hanford 

workforce seats, which represented 15 of the presently filled 31 seats, and the effect that would have in 

removing women from the Board. He stated that DOE’s decision would have an immediate, disparate 

effect that was highly disturbing and possibly illegal, while being against the stated intent of the 

Administration. He wanted to know if the impact against Title 6 of the Civil Rights Act was considered.  
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Brian stated that he was hopeful that the recruiting effort would resolve that issue. He was not aware of 

any legality issues and was not a lawyer. He stated that DOE would work to achieve a Board that is 

representative of the community.  

Steve thanked the TPA agency representatives for sticking around for the conversation, as it was 

important one to each of them. He stated that, as a member of the public, he was not exempt from term 

limits himself. He noted that it was not just special interest groups, but also that that represent the public 

at large that were impacted, not that he saw it as an issue, but as a matter of clarifying the situation. He 

thanked everyone for the conversation on a sensitive subject and thanked the TPA agencies for bringing 

the Board up to speed on Site progress. He was optimistic that a solution could be found to work together.  

Draft Advice on HAB Membership Changes 

Steve Wiegman noted that there were a lot of new members and listeners, so he wanted to explain that the 

three advice drafts that would be presented throughout the meeting would require conversation and 

determination of consensus. The advice was developed by Issue Manager (IM) teams and approved by 

sponsoring committees. He pointed out that consensus was not necessarily 100% agreement, which he 

himself would often remind himself of, as he would be required to sign the Board’s consensus advice.  

He hoped that the quieter members would participate in the discussions and asked that the IM teams seek 

their input.  

Ruth Nicholson contributed, defining informed consensus as everything to the “right of total opposition,” 

which could range from “can live with it” to “better than chocolate.” 

Bob Suyama provided an overview of the draft advice (Attachment 8). He explained that the advice had 

an extensive background, so he wanted to start with explaining what the advice itself was. It asked DOE 

to suspend some of what was being done with regard to changes to HAB membership, as the Board was 

concerned over entire organizations potentially being eliminated from the Board. He stated that the 

Environmental Management Site-Specific Advisory Board (EMSSAB) charter did allow for term limit 

exceptions, which should be applied to allow time to sort through the issue.  

Bob stated that the advice asked that the TPA agencies work with the Board, determine to goals of the 

proposed changes, then, as a group, write out how those goals might best be achieved. In the process, a 

path forward could be developed that all parties supported. He stated that, as it was, it only consisted of 

DOE dictating to the Board what must be done. There was no written plan, no clear criteria for term limit 

exceptions, and the stated diversity goals were not written out.  

He noted that the advice was developed under the Executive Issues Committee (EIC). At the time it was 

passed through committee consensus to the Board, there were concerns not yet addressed due to time 

constraints. It was proposed that the Board begin by reviewing and gaining consensus on the advice 

portion of the document before moving to the background content.  

As the Board members considered the advice points and suggested wording alterations, discussions of the 

issues leading to the advice development and potential path forward were held. 

Pam Larsen reminded the Board that the changes were a result of orders from DOE-HQ that were applied 

to every SSAB in the nation. She suggested that the advice state the Board “should” be included in 

planning rather than “must,” as it was effectively DOE’s board, and DOE could do with the Board as it 

willed.  

Susan Leckband, Washington League of Women Voters, stated that she felt the advice should go forward. 

She explained that she believed “independent” to be an appropriate means of describing the Board in the 
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advice, as that was how John Wagoner described the Board at its first meeting. Independence was 

important, as the public’s tax dollars were going toward those agencies. Independence spoke to the 

Board’s ability to work through issues collaboratively with the three TPA agencies and gather the 

information necessary to build informed, actionable advice. She agreed with Pam’s changes, as the HAB 

was not an oversight board and could not tell any agency what it must do, as that was determined by law.  

Mason Murphy clarified his previous comment, stating that it was not directed at Brian Vance or Hanford, 

but at DOE overall. He saw long-standing issues that seemed to be repeating themselves.  

Steve noted that he was looking at the FACA, and it did suggest that agencies could impose term limits. 

However, the issue was that the way DOE was going about it in the HAB’s case felt inconsistent in the 

way groups were treated. Additionally, Steve stated that he looked into the history of term limits and 

found that they were often implemented to minimize “power monopolies.” He stated that the HAB 

seemed to have that, with senior members tending to be the primary speakers and workers. He stated that 

the Board needed to think about how to get past the image of a power monopoly.  

Bob noted that the six-year term limit was a part of the EMSSAB charter. Ruth explained that the 

EMSSAB is a national board advising DOE, while each SSAB was considered to be a subcommittee of 

the EMSSAB.  

Tom Galioto asked for a new advice bullet to be added: “The Board advises that the DOE Hanford Field 

offices engage in discussion with the Board and with other TPA agencies to ensure that the mission of the 

Board is clearly understood by all going forward, and the Board’s activities enable active participation by 

impacted communities.”  

He was asked to explain the reasoning behind it, as several members did not feel that it was a beneficial 

or agreeable addition. Tom Galioto stated that it had to do with the mission of the Board, as Brian 

Vance’s earlier comments suggested, there was not an agreement between the HAB and DOE as to its 

role now or going into the future.  

Liz Mattson, Hanford Challenge, stated that while she did not agree with Brian Vance’s explanation, the 

addition seemed that it was asking DOE to impose a mission on the Board, rather than serving as a 

collaborative effort. Additionally, there was concern that the term “impacted communities” may be 

defined in a way that was unfavorable to certain parties, regions, or interests.  

Richard Bloom also voiced disagreement on the addition, feeling that it would be better suited for 

inclusion if it contributed to the background content. He stated that its inclusion in the advice as it was 

would be a deal-breaker. He also noted that in his own review of the relevant regulations, term limits had 

not been imposed for a lifetime, and was instead based on consecutive terms.  

Chris Sutton, Public at Large, thought the addition was a critical one due to the apparent disagreement on 

the Board’s role. He suggested working the concept into another point of advice. Additionally, he noted 

that with the Site moving to operations, the opportunity for a Board member to influence Site decisions 

on the Site would be diminished on a year-to-year basis, further reducing the value of a six-year term.  

Gerry Pollet suggested the inclusion of: “DOE should have a dialogue with Ecology, EPA, the Board and 

stakeholders in regard to potential impacts of selective application of term-limits (applied only to regional 

and public-at-large seats) on immediate representation of women on the Board, as well as longer-term 

impacts on diversity. The immediate effect of the term-limit application as proposed would be to 

eliminate most of the women on the Board.”  
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He provided a link that showed significant reduction on Board participation by women. He found it 

shocking that, despite the issue being raised months prior, that DOE had not addressed it. He explained 

the ways in which women were disproportionally affected by the decisions made regarding Hanford Site 

cleanup, such as significantly higher sensitivity to radiological emissions, justifying the importance in 

women’s participation on the Board, particularly those with knowledge and experience in the relevant 

subject matter.  

Rob Davis, City of Pasco, questioned the value of the advice considering that the rule was handed down 

at a federal level. He was fearful for the future of the Board and felt that the public’s desire for 

engagement and transparency was going unanswered.  

In determining the path forward, it was suggested that the advice points as they were written consistently 

asked for dialogue above all else. The Board considered options for combining the statements. However, 

others felt that a request for dialogue may not result in collaboration, as they were already being talked to 

in a way that the Board found unsatisfactory.  

Emmitt Jackson, Non-Union, Non-Management Employees, was concerned that ethnic diversity was not 

addressed, as there were segments of the community not represented on the Board. It was suggested that it 

be made clear in the background that the Board valued diversity of life experience and identity, and not 

only diversity of interests. 

At the end of the first day, it was decided that the draft would need additional revision.  

Prior to that second day review, Ruth Nicholson provided a review of the definition of consensus. She 

started a review of the advice content, going paragraph by paragraph from the background content 

downward.  

The Board held a discussion about the inclusion of an explanation of the geographical area from which 

DOE draw demographics data. Ultimately, the statement was removed as it was determined not to be 

valuable to the overall message.  

The Board also questioned statements regarding natural attrition on the Board, with some members 

stating that they did not feel that was accurate. The related paragraph was extensively reworked, 

removing the reference to natural attrition as well as reference to past Board advice on the same topic. 

The resulting statement focused on how the Board valued diversity, featuring contributions from Dan 

Strom representing Benton-Franklin Health District, Emmitt, Liz, Bob, and Rob. 

Further discussion emphasized that DOE had not provided a plan as to how its diversity goals would be 

reached, how the term limit application undermined Board expertise and its ability to offer valuable 

advice, and how enforcement of term limits was unlikely to be an effective long-term strategy.  

In the advice, an additional statement was added about how enforcement of terms limits would affect the 

diversity in relation to the existing seats on the Board, disproportionally affecting women and the only 

primary seat held by an African American. Gerry provided statistics to back up the claim.  

Looking at the intended recipients for the advice, Steve questioned how appropriate it was to have the 

Governor of Washington on the distribution list. Bob explained that the Governor was included because 

he was one of the individuals interviewed for the HAB’s Convening Report and had a particular interest 

in the Board.  

Richard noted that he would be discussing the Board’s membership change concerns with Representative 

Newhouse the following week.  
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Following additional discussion and suggestions, the Board reached consensus on approving the draft 

advice.  

Draft Advice on Cleanup Priorities 

Tom Galioto provided background on the draft advice, explaining that it was much the same as the 

previous year’s HAB advice on the same subject. The focus for that year was the table listing the 

individual priorities. The draft advice was a continuation of a well-established pathway that had proven to 

be effective in communicating the HAB’s priorities to the TPA agencies and DOE-HQ.  

He reviewed the references that informed the draft’s development, which included the past consensus 

advice, the most recent Hanford 5-Year Plan, and a letter developed in response to the Hanford 5-Year 

Plan public meeting. The draft advice was addressed to each of the TPA agency managers. He continued 

to go over the background content and provided context on reading the priorities listing, such as the 

“critical” versus “important” distinction. 

The Board offered no questions of comments on the background content.  

Tom moved on to review the priorities listing, starting with tank waste-related items.  

Esteban Ortiz noted the concerns related to leaking single-shell tanks (SST), stating that the work was 

dependent on funds, noting that both DOE and the public were limited in their ability to influence funding 

received for the work. He felt that DOE was effective in communicating the presence of leaks, but the 

public ability to communicate its concerns to DOE was lacking.  

Steve Wiegman stated that he did not agree with SST retrieval being listed as a higher priority than the 

WTP. From a risk perspective, he explained that DOE would not see it as worthwhile to accelerate or 

spend money on a lower-risk item.  

As the Tom continued reviewing the table, Steve suggested adding identifiers for items that were or were 

not in DOE’s plans, in order to show where the HAB’s priorities were in alignment. Tom agreed to go 

through and add those before the next day’s review. 

Mike Korenko, Grant and Franklin Counties, wondered about the possibility of vadose zone 

contamination, asking where was prioritized. Chris Sutton confirmed that it was listen in the Central 

Plateau section of the priorities. The question led the Board to reexamine the placement and clarity of 

vadose zone concerns.  

Steve noted that he did not agree with wording on the Environmental Restoration Disposal Facility 

(ERDF) Support item related to contaminated and clean fill options. It was noted that was an ongoing 

discussion among the River and Plateau Committee (RAP) and that a related topic, orphan waste, was 

likely to be discussed in an upcoming Committee of the Whole (COTW). Dave Einan explained that it 

was EPA’s preference for contaminated soil to be used in ERDF in most cases. Shelley Cimon, Columbia 

Riverkeeper, agreed that it was needed and that the Site would benefit from finding “low hanging fruit” 

projects such as decontamination and demolition projects from which to draw that contaminated soil. It 

was confirmed that ERDF was a lined, engineered facility where the primary concern was airborne 

contamination.  

With no further questions or comments, the Board agreed to review the advice again the following day. 

On the second day, Tom Galioto provided a review of the changes made to the draft advice overnight. 

Those included indicators where the advice aligned with the Hanford 5-Year Plan and reprioritization of 

some WTP and SST retrieval items, per Steve Wiegman’s comments, as well as other minor wording and 
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punctuation fixes. The change prompted some discussion on the reasoning on inclusion of WTP as a 

priority with the “important” rank.  

The Board reviewed items to ensure that member concerns were represented by the items as written and 

were not redundant. Conversation focused on the expectations for the High-Level Waste (HLW) facility 

and Pre-Treatment Facility, as well as vadose zone contamination concerns. 

With questions resolved,  the Board  reached consensus on adopting the draft advice.  

Draft Advice on Tank Leaks 

Jeff Burright, Oregon Department of Energy, provided a presentation overview of the advice. It started 

with a timeline, revised from the version the Board reviewed as part of a previous version of the draft 

advice in December 2021. The timeline reviewed the history of the leak and the HAB’s initial discussions 

on the topic. Jeff explained that a previous version of the draft advice was discussed by the Board. As part 

of that previous review, Board members voiced concerns. Some of those comments focused on content 

while others were concerned about timing, as it seemed at the time that the TPA agencies were near the 

conclusion of their negotiations on the topic. 

From that meeting, the IM team took those concerns and made further revisions. Jeff reviewed the main 

points of the newly revised advice. In essence, he stated, the advice now focused on the development of a 

forward-looking plan in order to more effectively respond in the event of a future SST leak.  

David Bowen provided a high-level update on how negotiations with DOE had progressed. He stated that 

the agencies were in the middle of drafting an agreement on the matter, the elements of which were 

consistent with the present version of the draft advice. There were elements of an SST response plan, 

intrusion investigations, an analysis to determine if active ventilation would be appropriate for particular 

tanks, interim barrier installation, and technology development. There were also ongoing discussions 

regarding the retrieval sequence to determine which could be prioritized in relation to everything else 

occurring at the Site. In addition, there was discussion of an investigation into resistivity leak detection 

and monitoring systems to determine if the technology would be sensitive enough to work in tanks with 

low waste volume. Ecology was hoping to get a draft of that agreement to DOE by the end of that week.  

In review of the advice, Pam Larsen noted that there were certain elements listed under advised plan that 

did not seem to fit, but were valuable, and suggested that those be moved to their own advice point.  

Steve Wiegman noted that his two issues with the previous revisions had to do with a potential lawsuit by 

a HAB member and concerns over the timeliness of the advice. He asked if anything had changed to 

make it timely. Rob Davis suggested that, because the advice was forward looking, any time would be 

appropriate to issue the advice. Susan Leckband agreed that the advice was timely. She also commented 

that the advice was reasonable, no aspect of the advice was contradictory to the use of taxpayer dollars to 

reduce risk, and the advice was actionable.  

Bob Suyama asked David Bowen for his thoughts on the matter of timeliness. David Bowen stated that, 

as a TPA agency representative, he strived not to influence advice. What he was able say on the matter 

was that the advice would not harm Ecology’s efforts, though Ecology did not feel it needed any extra 

leverage on the matter either. He suggested that the Board act on what it felt was right.  

Gerry Pollet felt that the advice was timely, as the Board’s role was not just to advice, but to inform the 

TPA agencies of the public’s concerns.  

Jeff noted that the feedback seemed to suggest that the advice was worth moving forward with, but still 

wanted the content to be discussed. He moved to review the advice points, line-by-line, reading and 
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explaining each as he went through them. Board members asked clarifying questions as the advice was 

reviewed. Some suggestions were made to make the draft advice more concise or better arrange the 

content.  

With member questions resolved and suggestions implemented, the Board agreed to review the advice 

again the following day. 

The second day, Jeff explained that there were no changes made overnight. The draft was the same as it 

was in the prior day’s closing. The Board presented no further questions or suggestions and commended 

Jeff for his work in leading the advice development.  

The board adopted the advice by consensus.  

Risk Management  

Steve Wiegman opened the topic by stating that he was fascinated by the word risk, explaining that the 

concept could conjure different imagery for many different people. He hoped to hold a discussion on how 

risk was defined for Hanford and how the agencies made use of that definition.  

Kaylin Burnet, DOE, introduced himself as the Acting Director of the Hanford Portfolio Analysis 

Division, which served as the “backbone” for many processes at the Hanford site. The overarching 

perspective he could provide from that position was why he would be providing a presentation on the 

subject of risk management, rather than someone like a project manager.  

He opened with a safety topic: mindfulness of hazards and controls. He explained that the concepts of 

hazards and controls were a fundamental concept in risk management and related to how risks were 

balanced and minimized on Site. He stated that the briefing’s purpose was informational, and DOE was 

not seeking advice related to the topic at that time. The goal was to give the Board a primer on how risk 

management, planning, and risk integration was used at Hanford.  

Kaylin explained that DOE Guide 413.3-7 serves as the risk management framework for the site, guiding 

decisions related to it. He noted that the guide was unique in that it accounted for both positive and 

negative risk. For clarification, he stated that positive risk generally equated with opportunity.  

He explained that, in the Hanford Portfolio Management Division, there was an enterprise risk 

management system developed and implemented to holistically identify and manage risks at a high level. 

Where projects might look at risks impacting deadlines relative to specific activities, at the enterprise 

level things considered might include interproject dependencies. As an example, the Low-Activity Waste 

(LAW) facility project team might be primarily considering aspects that impact LAW facility completion, 

while the enterprise level would consider the availability of the TSCR unit when the LAW facility starts. 

It is intended to be a management tool that allowed his team to maintain a systematic, forward-looking, 

and continuous process in risk evaluation. Risks were evaluated on a routine basis to ensure the 

mitigations and plans in place associated with the risks were still appropriate, though in some instances 

there were no mitigations that could be applied.  

For clarification, Kaylin explained that DOE has risk ranking priorities. Worker risks were priorities, with 

worker safety being the number one goal. Community risk was behind that, then environmental risk. 

Priorities were set based on those; in a funding limited scenario, prioritization is necessary.  

Kaylin provided an overview of the planning and risk integration process chart in his presentation slides 

(Attachment 13). Going through the chart, he provided a simplified explanation of how Hanford site 

priorities, public input, and risk considerations were implemented into the iterations of DOE-EM’s 10-

Year Strategic Vision and how that aligned with the federal budgeting process.  
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In summary, he stated that risk was fundamental to the planning process, in deciding what should be done 

with the Site’s limited funds. In order to maximize the risk reduction with the funds the Site had, it 

needed to prioritize the activities pursued  based on the risk ranking priorities, which he reiterated were 

worker, community, and then environmental risk.  

Regulatory Perspectives 

Roberto Armijo, EPA, stated that he appreciated the presentation, noting that risk management was also 

integral to the work done at EPA. 

Suzanne Dahl, Ecology, stated that risk was a favorite subject of hers. As she was listening, she was 

thinking through the many types of risk and how those risks could determine if projects are successful or 

not. Many regulatory documents required risk assessments, whether those be related to the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), or the like. She stated that, 

as Kaylin explained, the Site only receives a set amount of funding, and with so many things to do, there 

needed to be criteria set on how things get done. In the past, she explained, things that fell below the 

funding “line” were not critical items, but in the past five to seven years, key activities have begun to fall 

below that line.  

She stated that, when the HLW and Pretreatment Facilities fell below that time was an important time for 

Hanford, as it became clear that the cost of doing business at Hanford was exceeding the funding 

available. When there was no funding for key activities,  key issues went unaddressed, which in turn put 

the regulators in a bind. She noted that at least DFLAW was moving forward, which Ecology supported 

from a realistic standpoint. She stated that the Site needed to figure out how to get more of those key 

activities above the line, be it taking a different approach to projects or gaining more funding. She stated 

that the present reality of the Hanford cleanup mission was different than it had been for decades and that 

not making a decision is a decision itself, which could have impacts in the future.  

David Bowen thanked Suzanne for the perspective. He contributed that Ecology and DOE generally 

agreed on what the risks were, though they might be weighed a bit differently.  

Board Discussion 

Dan Solitz, Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board, recalled the example Kaylin provided of lockout/tagout in 

his safety message. Dan noted that, when he was in the Navy, one needed a permit to do so. In industry, 

however, anyone could lockout anything. He wondered if the Site utilized a permit system. Kaylin stated 

that the site had an overarching maintenance permit system and a standard lockout/tagout system, 

however each contractor might have its own processes within that.  

Esteban Ortiz noted that a topic that seemed to continuously come up was trust in government agencies, 

specifically, the lack of trust. He explained that in the first day of the meeting a representative from the 

Yakama Nation mentioned that there was not enough communication with the Tribes about what was 

going with cleanup and that tribal consultation was lacking overall. Esteban stated that, in a community 

sense, it seemed to him that communication was lacking in that area overall. Accounting for new staff and 

federal turnover, as well as the evolution of the local community, he wanted to know what was being 

done to reconnect with the community, build trust, and keep people informed of the cleanup process.  

Steve Wiegman felt that the planning and risk integration diagram was particularly helpful. In the effort 

of building trust, he thought it was good to know where the HAB was in that process. Kaylin explained 

that he knew that the HAB was reached out to multiple times in that process but expected that the biggest 

influence was likely in the Integrated Priority List conversations. The planning process was adjusted to 
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incorporate the public’s concerns. DOE needed the HAB to be like DOE, looking three to five years 

ahead, as nothing could be changed in the federal budget execution year. Steve wondered if the HAB 

would be well served by thinking ten years ahead as well.  

Chris Sutton asked how Kaylin would define risk, given the context of his presentation. He also asked 

who determined risk at the project level and how it was calculated in general terms. In particular, he was 

interested because cost and schedule uncertainty was noted to be a major component of consideration in 

the 2022 Hanford Lifecycle Scope, Schedule and Cost Report (LSSCR). Kaylin stated that he helped to 

define some of the risks in that report. To define risk, he explained with an example, at the project level 

the WTP might have a risk of the Balance of Facilities systems being available at the start of the project. 

So, at risk calculation, were the Balance of Facilities unavailable, the project team would look at the 

reason for that unavailability and how it might be repaired, as well as the associated delay for that repair. 

At the LSSCR level, all those project-level risks and their associated likelihoods are considered. They 

were input into a Monte Carlo simulation, which outputs an average of 1,000 iterations. That average 

becomes represented as the normalized, overall risk.  

Shelley thanked Kaylin, noting that there was much done on the Site that the Board is not aware of. Upon 

reflection, she stated, much transparency was lost over time. As an example, she recalled that there used 

to be a Site technology group that vetted potential technology from private vendors and other agencies or 

industries, but such conversations were no longer held and had not been for a long time. She wanted to 

remind the Board that it was at its best when it had enough information to intelligently discuss policy 

advice and champion ideas, both collectively and individually. She thought that it was an important time 

to bring that up, as the Board was likely to soon to undergo a change.  

Thinking back to an example of technology Kaylin used in his presentation and how procurement delays 

could potentially push out a schedule, she was curious as to how the site considered implementation of 

new technology and future technology needs from a risk standpoint.  

Kaylin explained that risk mitigation often times involved being creative, so new technology was often 

considered as a mitigation strategy. Money was being put into research and development (R&D) on new 

technologies such as dry retrieval, while other R&D efforts could be answering regulatory challenges 

such as dealing with organics. Within DOE-HQ, there was a technology development division, whose 

efforts fed into the strategic plan as it related to Hanford. From a planning perspective, he stated that DOE 

was trying to get those to be more visible in the schedule and make it clear where new technology will be 

needed. He agreed that there was a substantial amount of R&D, much of which was being considered as a 

means to manage risk, that was not as well advertised as it should be. There was a challenge of not 

wanting to give people false hope and not wanting to chase something beyond its value.  

Shelley felt that there should be open discussions on what does or does not get chased. She stated that 

there were many things chased in the past that never panned out and would have never done so. She 

provided several examples where input from an outside perspective may have resulted in less wasted time 

and money. While she felt that there were expectations and hopes for the future by all parties, there was 

also a sense of realism and understanding that not all options would pan out. She asked that there be open 

discussions that are public policy driven on the options being explored and how the taxpayer money is 

spent. She hoped to see a return to the openness of the past as it made for a more robust, healthy, 

inclusive, and oftentimes more creative discussion.  

Rob Davis thanked Shelley for her statements. He recalled an example from around 2009 where the HAB 

recommended studies on implementation of the LAW facility. He stated it was a great idea then, which 

was being implemented presently but at greater cost. He wondered what other cleanup activities would 
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benefit from greater funding and acceleration, noting that a lot of money would be saved in the long run 

with greater investment in the present. He felt that DOE was trying to manage the site as a government 

works project, noting that to an extent it was, but construction would typically be managed differently and 

more efficiently with the goal of completion. He did not want to see risk used as an excuse not to do 

things or avoid discussing things. He understood that the reasoning behind the risk management processes 

and implementation but wondered how much cheaper cleanup might be by the end if more investment 

was made in the present. Kaylin stated that, generally speaking, $1 invested in the present would equate to 

$4 at the end of the mission.  

Dan Solitz asked, when considering the calculation for the critical components of WTP, how the risks 

associated with leaking tanks were incorporated. Kaylin explained that those were factored in as an 

assumed or acquired risk. They were accounted for, but not quantified in dollars or schedule. He was not 

certain how those were quantified in relation to the retrieval milestones.  

Jeff Burright asked Kaylin what risk “kept him up at night” and what perceived risk he wished that people 

would see differently. Kaylin prefaced his response with the note that it was his personal opinion and 

stated that he thought that DOE’s strive for perfection in the startup of WTP was the biggest near term 

risk. The transition from construction to operations took a certain mindset, and in his opinion, many of the 

people still held a construction mindset. He explained that in operations, a certain level of risk in 

operations was acceptable. He also stated that, on a higher level, the concern that there would not be 

enough funding available to solve all the Site’s problems kept him up at night. He did not have an answer 

readily available for the perceived risk question.  

Dan Strom asked how various classifications of risks, such as low-, medium-, or high-likelihood of 

consequence designations, were in implemented into Monte Carlo calculations. Kaylin explained how a 

Monte Carlo calculation would select at random from those consequences over the course of 1,000 cycles, 

continuously updating the resulting average, and ultimately outputting what an average risk value. When 

asked for a “cliff notes” explanation of a Monte Carlo calculation, Kaylin defined it as a high-frequency, 

random selection process that outputs an average. It would take in a lot of randomly generated data and 

balance it to create a usable model.  

In closing, Steve stated that Brian Vance was very supportive of the HAB holding that discussion, as well 

as risk-based conversation in general. As the HAB re-tooled to be more effective participants in the 

future, he thought it was valuable for the HAB to re-ground itself with the realities that the Site deals with 

every day.  

Public Comment 

No public comment was provided. 

Committee Reports 

Pam Larsen read her prepared national liaison report (Attachment 15) and, when completed, called for 

questions or comments.  

Dan Solitz noted that he listened to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) community forum recently. 

That group was developing a list of reasonable alternatives with the recognition that completion of DOE’s 

mission across the complex could require another repository. When discussing the capacity of WIPP, Dan 

felt that it was more appropriate to use cubic meters as a measurement rather than tons of waste, as that 

was what the Land Withdrawal Act was measured in. Pam explained that there was a long-standing issue 

in terms of volume measurements due to changes in how it was measured over time. It was generally 
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expected that enough space would be available in WIPP and among the alternatives being considered was 

digging another tunnel within that repository. She agreed to follow up on that concern. Dan clarified that, 

though the physical space may be available, a concern was reaching the volume limits specified in the 

Land Withdrawal Act. Pam suggested that it may be a topic explored in future HAB meetings.  

Becky Holland, Hanford Atomic Metal Trades Council, reported as chair of the Health, Safety, and 

Environmental Protection Committee (HSEP). She explained that the committee had not met in some 

time but hoped to make some comments about the meeting format. She found the Microsoft Teams 

meeting format to be difficult and suggested that the HAB resume in-person meetings and requested that 

DOE provide support for the HAB’s requested presentations. For future HSEP topics, items under 

consideration were COVID-19 and lessons learned from the response and continuing issue on a road 

intersection where fatalities have occurred. Bob Suyama noted that there was discussion of a presentation 

on the health-based Respiratory Protection Program for the Tank Waste Committee (TWC), which might 

be better suited for HSEP than TWC. HSEP scheduled a follow-up committee call to discuss future 

agendas.  

Tom Galioto reported as BCC chair. He explained that his committee was hoping to meet in April with 

key topics consisting of the LSSCR, FY23 work plan development, and nominations for the next BCC 

chair and vice chair elections, which was deferred in the BCC’s February meeting. As a primer for the 

intended discussion on the LSSCR, he showed some excepts from the report, showing the funding 

requirements for the Site’s mission completion, which he though was concerning regarding the feasibility 

of achieving the mission in the planned timeframe.  

Jeff Burright provided the PIC report as its chair. He noted that the PIC was a “freebie” committee, not 

counting against a member’s two-committee limit, and encouraged additional members to join. He was 

open to ideas on how to make that committee easier to participate in. As a quick overview of the 

committee’s activities, it chose to defer its leadership elections much like BCC, and he hoped that new 

members might be interested in stepping into a leadership role. He noted that he was willing to continue 

that role if needed, however, he and the PIC vice chair, Dan Solitz, were each expecting to enter into 

“membership limbo” in June, and there would likely need to someone else serving in an interim capacity 

in that case.   

Jeff stated that the PIC always reviewed the public involvement calendar to see what events were coming 

up. The committee learned how the TPA agencies work with public comments, including tracking and 

response to those comments. He noted those tips could be found in the meeting recording for anyone 

interested. For April meeting topics, the PIC was considering hybrid meeting design, the TPA Five-Year 

Review and the public involvement opportunities associated with it, and the question of what is 

considered to be policy versus technical discussion.  

Susan Leckband thanked Jeff for his efforts in leading the PIC. She encouraged HAB members, 

especially new members, to attend a PIC meeting, as the information was valuable and relevant to the 

entire Site.  

Jan Catrell, Washington League of Women Voters, provided the River and Plateau Committee (RAP) 

report as vice chair. She explained that what was provided in the committee report document in the 

meeting packet (Attachment 14) represented what occurred in RAP’s February meeting and includes a 

link to both that meeting agenda and the meeting recording. She noted that the last paragraph was the 

most important, asking that the TPA agencies bring a work plan to RAP’s April meeting. The committee 

would prefer to have that in place early, as briefings often require a long lead time for approval.  
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Bob Suyama provided TWC’s report as chair. He explained that the committee held a February meeting, 

however, the meeting was shorter than planned because they were told shortly before the meeting that 

DOE was unable to support the committee’s requested presentations. Within that TWC meeting, the 

situation generated conversation about the effectiveness of the committee’s work plan, which was agreed 

to by the committee and DOE up front. The meeting primarily consisted of input to the cleanup priorities 

draft advice and the finalization of the tank leak response draft advice, each passed earlier in this Board 

meeting. TWC also held a discussion with Gary Younger, DOE, about proposed changes to HAB 

membership, and that information was brought forth to the EIC for related advice, also approved earlier in 

the Board meeting. Bob noted that the committee was still working on an agenda for its next meeting, 

which could be structured as a joint meeting with RAP. 

Board Business 

The Board considered potential topics for its next meeting. 

Steve Wiegman felt that a follow-up discussion on risk or a related topic would be valuable for the HAB.  

Susan suggested that time be set aside in June to recognize and thank the members leaving the Board at 

that time, should their terms not be extended.  

Steve Anderson, Grant and Franklin Counties, noted that he heard previous suggestions of a tribal land 

acknowledgement, which might be something to address. Gary Younger explained that idea was put forth 

to DOE’s Tribal Affairs Office, which was examining the option.  

Gary listed off potential items he had available. DOE was looking into options for a Site tour in the 

future, but if that could not be possible, there was a robust virtual tour option. He was striving for that 

option in the coming months. He explained that he was looking into the option of holding “hybrid” 

meetings, which were in-person meetings that incorporated the remote, virtual meeting components. He 

hoped that would be tested initially with a small group and expanded from there, incorporating lessons 

learned in that process. Ruth noted that, should any HAB members not have a portable electronic option 

for logging into Microsoft Teams during those meetings to let the facilitation team know.  

Dan Solitz hoped to hold a round robin discussion at the June Board meeting to reflect upon the May 

COTW meeting.  

Closing 

Steve Wiegman thanked everyone participating for their attendance and efforts. He stated that it was a 

dynamic two days where the Board got a lot of business done in addition to learning about risk and its 

role in decision making. He expected the members would have a lot of homework to do on that subject, 

and it could serve well in discussions on how the HAB might reframe itself going forward to best support 

the Site.  

Meeting Recording 

Day 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvdq1nmiXuY 

Day 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCwGb8vr1jM 

Attachments 

Attachment 1: Meeting Agenda 

Attachment 2: Deputy Designated Federal Officer Slide 

Attachment 3: Meeting Ground Rules 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvdq1nmiXuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCwGb8vr1jM
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/1_-_HAB_agenda_Mar_23-24_2022_FINAL_v5.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/2_-_DDFO_Slide-Final_12_7_2011.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/3_-_HAB_Ground_Rules_121521v0.pdf
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Attachment 4: Draft Meeting Minutes for December 2021 Board Meeting 

Attachment 5: Draft Meeting Minutes for January 2021 Board Meeting 

Attachment 6: DOE Update Presentation 

Attachment 7: Ecology Update Presentation 

Attachment 8: Overview of Draft Advice on HAB Membership Changes 

Attachment 9: Draft Advice on HAB Membership Changes 

Attachment 10: Draft Advice on Cleanup Priorities 

Attachment 11: Overview of Draft Advice on Tank Leaks 

Attachment 12: Draft Advice on Tank Leaks 

Attachment 13: DOE Presentation – Risk Management 

Attachment 14: Committee Reports 

Attachment 15: National Liaison Report 

Attendees 

Day 1 

Board Members and Alternates: 

Allan Felsot, Primary Becky Holland, Primary Bob Suyama, Primary 

Dan Solitz, Primary Emmitt Jackson, Primary Esteban Ortiz, Primary 

Gerry Pollet, Primary Jan Catrell, Primary Laurene Contreras, Primary 

LoAnn Ayers, Primary Max Woods, Primary Richard Bloom, Primary 

Rob Davis, Primary Shannon Cram, Primary Shelley Cimon, Primary 

Steve Anderson, Primary Steve Wiegman, Primary Susan Coleman, Primary 

Tom Galioto, Primary Tony Brooks, Primary Bob Legard, Alternate 

Chris Sutton, Alternate Dan Strom, Alternate Dana Miller, Alternate 

Jeff Burright, Alternate Larry Haler, Alternate Leslie Koenig, Alternate 

Liz Mattson, Alternate Marissa Merker, Alternate Mason Murphy, Alternate 

Michael Korenko, Alternate Pam Larsen, Alternate Simone Anter, Alternate 

Susan Leckband, Alternate   

 

Others: 

Brian Stickney, DOE David Bowen, Ecology Abigail Zilar, AttainX 

https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/4_-_Full_Board_Meeting_Minutes_Draft_v2_211215-16.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/5_-_Full_Board_Meeting_Minutes_Draft_v2_220119.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/6_-_HAB_DOE_Update_23_March_FINAL.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/7_-_HAB_-_Ecology_agency_update_March_2022.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/8_-_HAB_Membership_Changes_Advice.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/6_-_Draft_Advice_on_HAB_Membership_Changes_030322_v2.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/7_-_Draft_Advice_FY2024_CU_Priorities_220303_vX.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/HAB_SST_Leak_Advice_Intro_032322.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/8_-_Draft_Advice_Proactive_SST_Leak_Mitigation_220209_v6.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/12_-_Risk_Management_FINAL.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/9_-_March_2022_Committee_Reports.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/14_-_National_Liaison_Report_March,_2022.pdf
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Brian Vance, DOE Edward Holbrook, Ecology Tyler Oates, Bechtel 

Cameron Hardy, DOE Ginger Wireman, Ecology Dieter Bohrman, CPCCo 

Carrie Meyer, DOE Jeff Lyon, Ecology Miya Burke, Hanford Challenge 

Gary Younger, DOE John Price, Ecology Amber Peters, HMIS 

Geoff Tyree, DOE Robin Varljen, Ecology Dana Cowley, HMIS 

JoLynn Garcia, DOE Dave Einan, EPA Debbie Kelley, HMIS 

Pam Zimmerman, DOE Geoff Schramm, EPA Gabriel Bohnee, HMIS 

Perry Meyer, DOE Roberto Armijo, EPA Patrick Conrad, HMIS 

Richard Buel, DOE Tom Rogers, WA DOH Bradford Sharpless, NDFSB 

Rob Hastings, DOE  Jodi Christiansen, RCECM 

Scott Stover, DOE  Edward Dawson, TradeWind 

Stan Branch, DOE  Destry Henderson, WRPS 

  Li Wang, YN ERWM 

  Rose Ferri, YN ERWM 

  Jacob Miller 

  Kyle Hendrix 

  Matthew Campbell 

  Paul Noel 

  S. Smith 

  Kelsey Shank, theEDGE 

  Annette Cary, Tri-City Herald 

  
Wayne Barber, Weapons 

Complex Monitor 

  Josh Patnaude, HAB Facil. 

  Olivia Wilcox, HAB Facil. 

  Ruth Nicholson, HAB Facil 

 

Day 2 

Board Members and Alternates: 

Bob Suyama, Primary Dan Solitz, Primary Denise Jones, Primary 
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Emmitt Jackson, Primary Esteban Ortiz, Primary Gerry Pollet, Primary 

Jan Catrell, Primary Laurene Contreras, Primary LoAnn Ayers, Primary 

Maxwell Woods, Primary Rebecca Holland, Primary Richard Bloom, Primary 

Rob Davis, Primary Shelley Cimon, Primary Steve Anderson, Primary 

Steve Wiegman, Primary Susan Coleman, Primary Tom Galioto, Primary 

Tony Brooks, Primary Amber Waldref, Alternate Chris Sutton, Alternate 

Dan Strom, Alternate Jeff Burright, Alternate Larry Haler, Alternate 

Leslie Koenig, Alternate Liz Mattson, Alternate Marissa Merker, Alternate 

Mason Murphy, Alternate Pam Larsen, Alternate Simone Anter, Alternate 

Susan Leckband, Alternate   

 

Others: 

Carrie Meyer, DOE David Bowen, Ecology Abigail Zilar, AttainX 

Gary Younger, DOE Edward Holbrook, Ecology Bradford Sharpless, DNFSB 

Kaylin Burnett, DOE Ginger Wireman, Ecology Dieter Bohrman, CPCCo 

Perry Meyer, DOE Suzanne Dahl, Ecology Amber Peters, HMIS 

Richard Buel, DOE Dave Einan, EPA Coleen Drinkard, HMIS 

Stan Branch, DOE Geoff Schramm, EPA Dana Cowley, HMIS 

 Roberto Armijo, EPA Debbie Kelley, HMIS 

  Debra Yergen, HMIS 

  Gabriel Bohnee, HMIS 

  Patrick Conrad, HMIS 

  Destry Henderson, WRPS 

  Joan Lucas, WRPS 

  Matthew Campbell, CTUIR 

  Miya Burke, Hanford Challenge 

  Li Wang, YN ERWM 

  Cynthia Bounds 

  Janice Brown 
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  Robert C. 

  John Stang, Crosscut 

  Annette Cary, Tri-City Herald 

  Josh Patnaude, HAB Facil. 

  Olivia Wilcox, HAB Facil. 

  Ruth Nicholson, HAB Facil. 

 

Note: Participants for this virtual meeting were asked to sign in with their name and affiliation in the chat 

box of Microsoft Teams. Not all attendees shared this information. The attendance list reflects what 

information was collected at the meeting. 
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